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Mission
My mission is to formally document
revelatory Intelligence, in order to
chart its process and progress, and to
update the public in the growing
revelation that creates gateways of
perception unto the tangible animation
of the prophetic word. 

Vision
My vision is to chart the possibility of
the supernatural and create gateways
of innovation and thought leadership,
giving tangibility to what no eye has
seen or ear heard. 

My values for this mission are rooted in
the unification of the natural and the
supernatural, the unification of mind
and spirit, science and supernatural
phenomena, in the expression of truth
and wonder.
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The Measure of God through Pure
Mathematics, String Theory,
Resurrection Symmetry 
Introduction

This is a revelatory dream I had March 24th, 2022. 

My revelatory and interpretive approach are non conventional as this
dream felt beyond the confines of my usual dream interpretation
language. 

In this report I seek to break down the facets of the Symmetry of God in
His voice expressed in the language of Mathematics, Quantum Physics,
and Resurrection language. 

Previous to the dream the subjects of Group Theory, J Function and
Moonshine Theory were unbeknownst to me. The research was stirred by
revelation. 
All bibliography is listed at the end of the report.  

Scriptural Focal Point

"For creation waits with eager longing for the revealing of the
sons of God. For creation was subjected to futility, not willingly,  
but because of him who subjected it, in hope that the creation
would be set free from the bondage to corruption and obtain
the freedom of the glory of the children of God."

Romans 8: 19-21 



The Measure of God through Pure
Mathematics, String Theory,
Resurrection Symmetry

Dream

In the dream I found myself outside during a cloudy day. I had a
deep sense that there was something invisible there, and as soon
as I discerned that, I saw a white orb that looked like a full moon
floating in mid air. It had a slight shadow behind it, and it was
moving. 

I had a deep impression that I was supposed to watch carefully
and observe this moon intently. It began to move, and I followed it
with my eyes and with my feet. Suddenly a cave opened up in the
earth. I went into the cave, and realized it was an empty grave. I
was reminded of the empty grave on Resurrection Sunday when
Jesus rose from the dead. 

I looked at one of the walls on the cave and I was surprised to see
a group of numbers in 2 columns and 3 rows. The first two rows
and both columns of numbers were interacting with one another,
as if they were reflecting or mirroring each other, although the
numbers themselves weren’t exactly the mirror reflection of one
another. These numbers were moving and almost walking through
one another. 



This is the list of the numbers in the order in which I saw them. 

32 43
33 42 and 44 appearing in and out of the midst of the numbers.
17 ?

The numbers according to their grouping would move side to side
and up and down and within. 

As I watched these numbers, a man walked into the grave, his
name was Jay. I asked him why he was here, he replied. “ I saw a
white paper floating, and the supernatural drew me here. He then
took his camera out and took a picture of the wall with the numbers
moving. After this we both left the cave and went on our way. 

Continued 

Waking 

After waking up, I was deeply impressed with this unusual dream. 

There was something about the numbers, that was peculiar. I felt
that although I could look at each of these numbers as a symbol of
something, I knew that the main interpretation was not in that
realm of symbology, but rather in its system. 

I had a prompting to add the first 2 rows and columns which
equaled 194. The third row had the number 17 and a mystery
number (one I couldn’t fully recall) 

In Mathematics the number 194 is the number of irreducible
representations of the Monster group.  

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Irreducible_representation
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Monster_group


Monster Group

What is a Monster Group? 

“In the area of abstract algebra known as group theory, the monster
group M (also known as the Fischer–Griess monster, or the friendly
giant) is the largest sporadic simple group."
Wikipedia 

Let me break down Group Theory for you and what it does. 

“The study of algebraic groups like the monster helps make sense of
the mathematical structures of symmetries, and hidden symmetries
offer clues for building new physical theories. Group theory in many
ways epitomizes mathematical abstraction, yet it underlies some of
our most familiar mathematical experiences.”
Quanta Magazine

In essence the Monster group is a very large Algebraic object that
has a total of 196,883 dimensions. 

As I processed this information, and studied in greater depth this
group it became clear that the dream I had had was pointing in the
direction of Group Theory

But what was God saying? Hang with me for a few more minutes!

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Abstract_algebra
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Group_theory
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sporadic_simple_group
https://www.quantamagazine.org/videos/how-does-symmetry-shape-natures-laws-2/


Now the number 17 in the dream had to do with the Physics domain,
as there are 17 elementary particles in the Standard Model of
Physics. Additionally there was a mystery symmetry, another number
that was concealed from my memory, hinting to what is beyond the
framework of the Standard Model of Physics. 

The Number 17 

The Moon 

The moon or rather the symmetry of the sphere in my dream was
what brought me into the revelation of the numbers. What did this
symbol mean? Again, I knew it was much more than what an
ordinary lunar symbol is in a dream, I needed to go beyond my
preconceived notions of dream interpretation and press into another
level of interpretation. 

As I delved deeper into studying the Monster Group, I discovered
another facet of this group called the Moonshine Theory or
Monstrous Moonshine.

“The monster group is one of two principal constituents in the
monstrous moonshine conjecture by Conway and Norton,[14] which
relates discrete and non-discrete mathematics and was finally
proved by Richard Borcherds in 1992.”

It is said that “Many mathematicians, including Conway, have seen
the monster as a beautiful and still mysterious object.[15] Conway
said of the monster group: "There's never been any kind of
explanation of why it's there, and it's obviously not there just by
coincidence. It's got too many intriguing properties for it all to be
just an accident."[16] Simon P. Norton, an expert on the properties
of the monster group, is quoted as saying, "I can explain what
Monstrous Moonshine is in one sentence, it is the voice of God.”

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Monstrous_moonshine
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Richard_Ewen_Borcherds
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Simon_P._Norton


The Moon in my dream along with its mathematical representation in
Moonshine Theory was an expression of the Voice of God. The voice
of God moving in perfect in symmetry trans-dimensionally filling the
space of a grave and calling forth resurrection power and reality.

Moon Continued 

Why is this called Moonshine Theory? 

The term "monstrous moonshine" was coined by Conway, who, when
told by John McKay in the late 1970s that the coefficient of (namely
196884) was precisely one more than the degree of the smallest
faithful complex representation of the monster group (namely
196883), replied that this was "moonshine" (in the sense of being a
crazy or foolish idea).[b] Thus, the term not only refers to the
monster group M; it also refers to the perceived craziness of the
intricate relationship between M and the theory of modular functions.

IT IS CALLED MOONSHINE BECAUSE OF ITS WILD CONNECTION-
BEYOND COINCIDENCE. 

Jay- Interpretation 

There is a strange connection between the Monster Group and String
Theory which is one of the postulants for the Theory of Everything. 

The Modular functions that creates this strange relationship between
the Monster Group and String Theory is called the J function- hence
the man Jay in my dream. 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/John_McKay_(mathematician)
https://en.wiktionary.org/wiki/moonshine


In the late 1970s, the mathematician John McKay noticed that
196,884, the first important coefficient of an object called the j-
function, was the sum of one and 196,883, the first two dimensions
in which a giant collection of symmetries called the monster group
could be represented. 

As pointed out by one of my colleagues, Mark Eaton, Jay also comes
from the root word/name Gaius which is the feminine of Gaia which
represents metaphorically speaking the life force of the earth. 

In other words, perhaps it is the groan of creation coming from the
planet in a pure mathematical expression. Perhaps not completely
native to only earth but its expression coming from deep within
creation, drawn into a mathematical interface with The monster
group (the voice of God) as a viable bridge of Resurrection power to
potentially express a unification model of physics which connects
into String Theory. 

Perhaps there is more to this, perhaps there is more, beyond what
we have believed possible with String Theory and what  "the beyond"
will entail. 

But that remains to be revealed. 

I am simply following the power of the Spirit of God, the math
language, and the physics language to understand what He is saying.
 
Framework of Dimensions Within Dream 

In the dream there were 2 shapes that were represented
(geometrically speaking) . One was a sphere and the other was a
piece of paper which is a flat surface. One could think of these
shapes as symmetries. Spheres are 3 dimensional objects, and flat
surfaces are two dimensional representations.  



I was observing the 3 dimensional representation of the unseen
object and simultaneously the Jay (J- function) stepped into the
scene drawn in by a 2 dimensional expression, as if it had been
observing the same thing I had been observing but from a different
two dimensional stand point and it was magnetized by the
supernatural. We were both magnetized by the supernatural. 

As mentioned earlier, the J function is the the sum of the first TWO
DIMENSIONS represented in which a giant collection of symmetries
called the monster group could be represented. Meaning the 2
dimensions the J- function was expressing was 196,883 +1 its sum
being 196,884 dimensions.

Albeit, this is an astronomical measure of symmetries to even
conceive. 

What does this mean? In the dream the J- function was functioning
as an observer moved by a force. How can that be? Scientifically
speaking I am not sure I can articulate it, but biblically I can. 

“For the creation waits with eager longing for the revelation of the
sons of God.”
Romans 8:19

Revelation is packaged differently depending on the observer but the
revelation potential remains the same. If creation longs and expects,
it has a view a hope for change and for a future. 



The point being, that when interacting with the faith dimension of
possibility, you are interacting with divine symmetries, it is the
symmetries that draws the observer into the curious journey of
observation to unlock the patterns and bring the unseen into the
unseen, from hidden symmetry to manifested symmetry.

The Shadow of the Moon 

In the dream I was not only observing the moon but also its shadow,
which brings me to the Umbral/ Shadow Moonshines. Umbral for
those who are not aware means shadow. 

Mathematician Miranda Cheng and her collaborators, “John Duncan
and Jeff Harvey gradually teased out evidence of not one but 23 new
moonshines: mathematical structures that connect symmetry groups
on the one hand and fundamental objects in number theory called
mock modular forms (a class that includes the j-function) on the
other. The existence of these 23 moonshines, posited in their Umbral
Moonshine Conjecture in 2012, was proved by Duncan and
coworkers late last year.”

What is the significance of these 23 Umbral Moonshines?

They are tools that assist in the process of looking at the K3 string
theory representation of spacetime.
K3 surface is a mathematical complex manifold. 

Now that is a whole lot to take in, so let me give you a summary. 
 

http://arxiv.org/abs/1204.2779v3
http://arxiv.org/abs/1503.01472v2


Taking in the dream language of group theory, J function, moonshine
theory and the empty grave, what is God saying through all this?

God is revealing the architecture of creation and faith unified in the
groan for resurrection and freedom. Humanity groaning for the
resurrection of their bodies, and creation groaning for the
emancipation of its potential. 

Additionally throughout the dream there is an open invitation to
follow through in the observation of what you “feel or sense” is
there, into truly unlocking it from the unseen, taking it from the "not
yet understood" into the domain of accessible.  

The voice of God is the sound of many waters, you can think of it as
moving through its representations of hydroplanes (water planes)
and poetic floods of expression longing to reveal the power of
resurrection through the expression of a unifying theory of
everything and the resurrection/regeneration expression in human
biology. That inevitably encompasses a sanctified model of
consciousness. 

The voice of God is speaking the language of unification, drawing us
into the sum of all things in heaven & all things in earth through
Christ. 

God is unlocking understanding of the branch of Pure Mathematics
as a language and grid that expresses the wonder of God
administrating His glory to reveal the power of His Eternal Life in
creation and humanity. 

Summary 



More than ever before we are recognizing that death is not how we
were created, it is not God’s measure or symmetry, and heaven is
drawing our minds, imaginations, and dreams to connect with the
dream of God that is the abundance of life. In like manner, creation is
also aware of its destiny of  in the freedom of God's life, and is
looking expectantly for its emancipation. 

“That the creation itself will be set free from its bondage to
corruption and obtain the freedom of the glory of the children of
God.” 
Romans 8:21

Creation is longing to become a vessel expressing that syntropic
system of divine life. 

God is longing to reveal His image through us, His symmetry through
us. Jesus is the perfect image of God. Jesus is the perfect symmetry
of God. This new era will be defined by the measure of God and that
is what He is drawing our attention to now. The symmetry of His
voice is unlocking mysteries of revelation to upgrade our minds into
a Heavenly governance intelligence. 

“For the earth will be filled with the knowledge of the glory of the
Lord as the waters cover the sea.” Had 2:14

The time is now to get serious about not only looking into mysteries
but to move into the destiny expression of a new creation.

What are the symmetries of immortality? of regeneration? These are
some of the questions we must be asking. 

Resurrection Symmetries



I have not covered the many symmetries evident within the dream
itself and the reoccurrence of the numbers 2 and 3 and their
combinations as a thematic thread of the dream. I have also not
covered the Astronomical language in the dream as far as the moon,
the dark side of the moon and so forth perhaps more of that in future
reports, and many other facets that would go into molecular biology.
I hope to do that in the near future. 

Note: 

From the Desk

Fiorella Giordano

I hope you are provoked to ask more defined questions. I hope you
are provoked to listen to that Holy Spirit nudge that tells you there is
more in a dream or revelation than meets the eye.
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